RADAR / SCENE

ANDY BURGESS

“Architecture is a representation of space, while painting is an
illusion of space,” observes Tucson artist Andy Burgess. Known
for his midcentury-modern architectural drawings, paintings and
photographs, The London-born creative presents structures in a onedimensional form, using blocks of hues to convey spatial relevance.
“I create color palettes, because color is evocative,” he says.
Burgess’ paintings of urban desert landscapes—like Villa M2
(above) and Wexler House—Zig Zag Roof (below)—are inspired by
the catalogue of the midcentury architectural photographer Julius
Shulman. When Burgess began exploring his own technique, “I would
deconstruct Shulman’s work and rebuild the houses in blocks of
color,” he explains.
Now, his process begins with sketching ideas using a Japanese
drawing pen. Then, he’ll often create a small painting using
gouache—an opaque watercolor technique—before making other
versions in varying sizes and media. The results have led the artist
to exhibit at such locales as the Tucson Museum of Art and Bonner
David Galleries. This summer, his collections will appear in his first
book, Modernist House Paintings, bringing his work to a wider
audience. “I want to offer a powerful sensation of what it is to look
at art,” he says. andyburgessart.com

Inspired by her love of travel, Scottsdale designer Claire Ownby has launched
Organic Findings, a retail arm of her business stocked with goods found during
sojourns with her family to places like Hong Kong, Tokyo and Singapore. We
caught up with the busy jet-setter to learn more about the venture, which offers
home items such as tables, textiles, vessels and objets d’art. organicfindings.com
How did Organic Findings come to be? My passion turned into a business.
Organic Findings found us amidst family travels and hunting for unique objects.
What’s one of the most unique items you’ve discovered? A rectangular wood
coffee table made from a root that was submerged underwater for more than
a century. This resulted in the wood taking on a beautiful marbled-ebony color.
How has traveling influenced your design aesthetic? It has allowed me to
source and design alongside the craftsmen and artisans firsthand. Through
this process, my design aesthetic has become more layered and dimensional.

OPEN HOUSE

Just like spring flowers, new design storefronts are sprouting in Arizona. The
Scottsdale Design District has welcomed a unique outpost of Waterworks (2732
N. 68th St.)—the first in the state to offer kitchen options. Not far away, four
showrooms have opened in the same building (3944 N. Marshall Way): At Tile
Resource & Design, María Carmona Bautista designs and carries contemporary
lines, to the trade working with makers from her native Spain; Studio Ressource
shows off the architectural elements owner Amy Johannsen discovers during her
travels in Europe; Boyd Design Resource specializes in artisan and handmade
tiles; and Pierre & Bonn imports luxury furniture straight from Paris.
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